Certificated Course

Professional Tarot Reading

International Metaphysical Practitioners Association

Tarot Readers provide their services at a range of venues
and through a wide range of outlets. It can be lucrative
as well as deeply rewarding. Whilst may readers do have
a professional attitude to their work, there is, at the
moment, no regulation or standard code of ethics to
which they need to subscribe.
There are several professional organisations, TABI being
one in the UK. They outline a code of practice they want
members to follow, but of course not everyone wants to
join such organisations.
This course is for:
Those with some knowledge of The Tarot
Those who wish to become professional Tarot Readers and Advisors
Those seeking to sign-up to a professional code of ethics and practice
Those seeking to take their business to the next level
Those wanting to demonstrate their professionalism to potential clients and bookers.
This course is not about Tarot Basics but we are offering a Tarot Refresher Course and a
Free On-Line Introduction to Tarot for all those wanting to extend their knowledge.

DAY 1 (16th February)
A basic refresher course which outlines the Tarot and sets the scene to develop your skills as
a reader for yourself and others.
There will be a short quiz which you need to pass before progressing onto this course.
DAY 2 (16th March)
Deals with ethical issues offers a framework for the development and growth of your
practice as a Tarot Reader.
We will cover aspects of UK Law which deal with Psychic and Tarot Readers; advertising and
approaches to extend your work. We will go into detail about the case study requirements
for certification as well as have the opportunity to develop practical skills.
DAY 3 (13th April)
Offers some considerations about the use of Tarot in Transpersonal Coaching.
Turning a reading, where the reader is the focus, to a conversation where the client is the
focus will be the main theme of this session. We will explore ideas about ‘reader ego’; the
problem with ‘advice’ and the issues relating to ethical practice.
A personal project will be defined and set as a task for completion by the next session
DAY 4 (11th May)
Discussion of personal projects and outcomes.
Our focus will be on the power of the Tarot as a transformation tool for self and others.
We explore the business of being a Tarot Reader which include the tools required to create
a profitable practice working the way you want to work.
Certification
Satisfactory completion of all aspects of the course will be required
(Attendance, completion of journal tasks and sharing of knowledge)
Submission of four cases studies.
Four ‘clients’ will be asked to take part in your case study project
You will make notes of your reading; invite feedback from your clients and journal
your own learning from the process.
These will be assessed in accordance with IMPA standards and once accepted you will
receive a Professional Tarot Readers Certification.

More details and application forms:
Alan
cornwallschoolmysteryandmagick@gmail.com
Introductory Day Fee : £45
Three Day : Course Fee: £180 includes Textbook and Workbooks
When fully paid in advance £150

